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Abstract

This paper describes the participation of the IICS group at the domain-specific task (GIRT)
of the CLEF campaign 2006. The focus of our retrieval experiments is on trying to increase
precision by reranking documents in an initial result set. The reranking method is based on
antagonistic terms, i.e. terms with a semantics different from the terms in a query, for example
antonyms or cohyponyms of search terms.

We analyzed GIRT data from 2005, i.e. the cooccurrence of search terms and antago-
nistic terms in documents that were assessed as relevant versus non-relevant documents to
derive values for recalculating document scores. Several experiments were performed, using
different initial result sets as a starting point. A pre-test with GIRT 2004 data showed a sig-
nificant increase in mean average precision (a change from 0.2446 mean average precision to
0.2986 MAP). Precision for the official runs for the domain specific task at CLEF 2006 did
not change significantly, but the best experiment submitted included a reranking of result doc-
uments (0.3539 MAP). In an additional reranking experiment that was run on a result set with
an already high MAP (provided by the Berkeley group), a significant decrease in precision was
observed (MAP dropped from 0.4343 to 0.3653 after reranking).

There are several explanations for these results: First, a simple and obvious explanation is
that improving precision by reranking becomes more difficult the better initial results already
are. Second, our calculation of new scores includes a factor with a value that was probably
chosen too high. We plan to perform additional experiments with more conservative values for
this factor.
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1 Introduction
There are several successful methods for improving performance in information retrieval (IR), such as
stemming search terms and document terms to increase recall or expanding a query with related terms to
increase precision. For our participation at the domain-specific task in CLEF 2006, a method for reranking
documents in the initial result set to increase precision was investigated. The method determines a set of
antagonistic terms, i.e. terms that are antonyms or cohyponyms of search terms, and it reduces the score
(and subsequently the rank) of documents containing these terms. As some search terms will occur in a text
together with their corresponding antagonistic terms frequently (e.g., “day and night”, “man and woman”,
“black and white”), the factor of cooccurrence with antagonistic terms is considered as well to adapt the
calculation of new scores.

For the retrieval experiments, the setup for our previous participations at the domain-specific task was
used. It is described in more detail in [9, 8]. The setup includes of a deep linguistic analysis, query
expansion with semantically related terms, blind feedback, an entry vocabulary module (EVM, see [5,
3]), and several retrieval functions implemented in the Cheshire II DBMS: tf-idf, Okapi/BM25 [11], and
Cori/InQuery [2]. For the bilingual experiments, a single online translation service, Promt1, was employed
to translate English topic titles and topic descriptions into German.

2 Reranking with information about antagonistic terms

2.1 The idea
There has already been some research on reranking documents to increase precision in IR. Gey et al. [4]
describe experiments with Boolean filters and negative terms for TREC data. In general, this method does
not provide a significant improvement, but an analysis for specific topics shows a potential for performance
increase. Our group regards Boolean filters to be too restrictive to help improve precision. Furthermore,
the case of a cooccurrence of term and filter term (or antagonistic term) in queries or documents is not
addressed.

Kamps [7] describes a method for reranking using a dimensional global analysis of data. The evalua-
tion of this method is based on GIRT (German Indexing and Retrieval Testdatabase) and Amaryllis data.
The observed improvement for the GIRT data is lower but on the same order as the increase in precision
observed in our pre-test (see Sect. 3). While this approach is promising, it relies on a controlled vocabulary
and therefore will not be portable between domains or even different text corpora.

For our experiments in the domain-specific task for CLEF 2006 (GIRT), the general idea is to rerank
documents in the result set (1000 documents) by combining information about semantic relations between
terms (here: antagonistic relations such as antonymy or cohyponymy) as well as statistic information about
the cooccurrence frequency of a term and its antagonistic terms (short: “a-terms”). Reranking consists of
decreasing a document score whenever a query term and one of its a-terms are found in the document.

2.2 Types of antagonistic relations
We introduce the notion of antagonistic terms, meaning terms with a semantics different from search terms.
For a given search term t, the set of antagonistic terms at contains terms that are antonyms of t (aword

t ),
terms that are antonyms of a member in the set of synonyms of t (asynset

t ), terms that are antonyms of
hyponyms of t (ahypo

t ), terms that are antonyms of hypernyms of t (ahyper
t ), and cohyponyms of t (acohypo

t ).
Figure 1 shows an excerpt of a semantic net consisting of semantic relations such as synonymy (SYNO),

antonymy (ANTO, including subsumed relations for converseness, contrariness, and complement) and sub-
ordination (SUB). From this semantic net, it can be inferred that animal and plant (antonyms), reptile and
mammalian (antonym of synonym), vertebrate and plant (antonym of hypernym/hyponym), and vertebrate
and invertebrate (cohyponyms) are a-terms.2 We combine different semantic information resources to cre-

1http://www.promt.ru/, http://www.e-promt.com/
2Note that in a more complete example, plant and animal would also be cohyponyms of a more general concept, and vertebrate

and invertebrate might be considered antonyms.

http://www.promt.ru/
http://www.e-promt.com/


ate the semantic net holding this background knowledge, including the computer lexicon HaGenLex [6],
a mapping of HaGenLex concepts to GermaNet synonym sets [1], the GIRT-Thesaurus (for hyponym re-
lations) and semantic subordination relations semi-automatically extracted from German noun compounds
in text corpora.
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Figure 1: Examples for relations between concepts in a semantic net (SYNO :synonymy, ANTO :antonymy,
SUB : subordination/hyponymy) and several inferred antagonistic relations (dashed lines between nodes).
Concept names have been translated from German into English.

Using queries and relevance assessments from the GIRT task in 2005, we created a statistics on cooc-
currence of query terms and their antagonistic terms in documents assessed as relevant and in other (non-
relevant) documents. Table 1 gives an overview over the difference in percentage of term cooccurrence in
documents assessed as relevant and other (non-relevant) documents in the GIRT collection. This statistics
serves to determine to what amount the score of a document in the result set should be adjusted. For exam-
ple, a document D with a score SD that contains a search term A but does contain its cohyponym B will
have its score increased.

Table 1: Statistics on differences of percentage of the number of relevant versus the number of non-relevant
documents for terms Ai and their antagonistic terms Bj . A total of 6863 cases of antagonistic terms were
found for terms in the the GIRT 2005 query topics and documents.

terms antagonistic type

D contains aword
t asynset

t ahypo
t ahyper

t acohypo
t

Ai ∧ Bj 8.0% 4.7% 1.3% 0.4% 0.3%
Ai ∧ ¬Bj 8.0% 18.2% 31.5% 6.0% 19.7%

¬Ai ∧ Bj 9.0% 2.3% 0.4% -0.7% -0.4%
¬Ai ∧ ¬Bj -26.0% -25.3% -33.2% -5.4% -19.6%

The data in Table 1 can be briefly interpreted as follows:

• Document scores for documents containing a search term Ai are increased (first and second row),
but they are increased less if the document contains an a-term Bj (first row).

• Depending on the type of antagonistic term, document scores are decreased or increased if only Ai’s
a-term Bj occurs in a document (third row).

• In general, document scores for documents containing neither a term Ai nor its a-term Bj are de-
creased (last row).



2.3 The reranking formula
Figure 2 shows the algorithm for reranking an initial result set of documents. The following formula for
calculating a new score Snew from an old score Sold for a document D was employed (c is a small constant
between 0 and 1):

Snew
Dk

= Sold
Dk

+ c · freq(Ai, Bj) · anto_cooc(Dk, Ai, Bj) (1)

anto_cooc(Dk, Ai, Bj) =
value for document Dk and occurrence of Ai and Bj /* see Table 1 */

1000
(2)

freq(Ai, Bj) = number of documents containing term Ai and term Bj (3)

1. Let D be the initial document set (1000 documents)

2. Let q be the set of query terms Ai

3. Let SDmax be the highest score of all documents in D

4. For each Ai ∈ q:

• Let B be the set of a-terms Bj for Ai

• For each Bj ∈ B:

– For each Dk ∈ D:

∗ Compute the new score Snew of document Dk according to
Formula 1 and assign it to Dk

5. Normalize all documents scores SDk
so that all values fall into

the
interval [0, · · · , SDmax ]

6. Sort D according to new values SDk
and return reranked result set

Figure 2: Algorithm for reranking.

3 A pre-test: reranking results from CLEF 2004
In a pre-test of the reranking algorithm, the data consists of queries from GIRT 2004, the corresponding
relevance assessments, and the GIRT document corpus. Experiments with different values for the factor c
were performed. Table 2 shows the mean average precision (MAP) for our official run from 2004, and MAP
for the reranked result set for different values of the factor c. The precision was significantly increased from
0.2446 to 0.2986 MAP for c = 0.01.

4 CLEF 2006: reranking results
For the runs submitted for relevance assessment, we employed the experimental setup for the domain-
specific task at CLEF in 2005: using query expansion with semantically related terms, and blind feedback
for the topic fields title and description. For the bilingual experiments, queries were translated by the Promt
online machine translation service. Settings for the following parameters were varied:

• LA: obtain search terms by a linguistic analysis (see [8])



Table 2: MAP for best run for official results at CLEF/GIRT2004 and for monolingual domain-specific
pre-tests.

Name/Value of c MAP

Official CLEF 2004 run 0.2446
c=0.005 0.2951
c=0.008 0.2986
c=0.01 0.2986
c=0.05 0.2976
c=0.1 0.2759

Table 3: Parameter settings, mean average precision (MAP), and number of relevant and retrieved docu-
ments (rel_ret) for monolingual domain-specific experiments. (Additional runs are set in italics.)

Run Identifier Parameters Results

LA IRM RS rel_ret MAP

FUHggyydbfl102 Y tf-idf N 2444 0.2777
FUHggyydbfl500 Y BM25 N 2780 0.3205
FUHggyydbfl500R Y BM25 Y 2780 0.3179
FUHggyynbfl102 N if-idf N 2515 0.2732
FUHggyynbfl500 N BM25 N 2920 0.3525
FUHggyynbfl500R N BM25 Y 2920 0.3539
FUHggyynbfl501 N Cori N 1667 0.1374
FUHggyydbfl501 Y Cori N 2270 0.2168

• IRM: select retrieval model for Cheshire II (standard tf-idf, OKAPI/BM25, Cori/InQuery)

• RS: rerank result set (as described in Sect. 2)

For experiments with reranking, the factor c was set to 0.025. Table 3 and Table 4 show results for
official runs and additional runs.

5 A post-test: Reranking results of the Berkeley group
We performed an additional experiment with an even higher MAP of the initial result set, using results
of an unofficial run from the Berkeley group.3 The experiments of the Berkeley group were based on
the setup for their participation at the GIRT task in 2005 (see [10]). Reranking applied on the results set

3Thanks to Vivien Petras at UC Berkeley for providing the data.

Table 4: Parameter settings and results for bilingual (German-English) domain-specific experiments.

Run Identifier Parameters Results

LA IRM RS rel_ret MAP

FUHegpyynl102 Y tf-idf N 2134 0.1980
FUHegpyydl102 Y tf-idf N 2129 0.1768
FUHegpyydl500 Y BM25 N 2422 0.2190
FUHegpyydl500R Y BM25 Y 2422 0.2180
FUHegpyynl500 N BM25 N 2569 0.2448



found by Berkeley, which has an average MAP of 0.4343 for the monolingual German task (3212 rel_ret),
significantly lowered performance to 0.3653 MAP.

6 Discussion of results
We performed different sets of experiments with reranking initial result sets for the domain-specific task at
CLEF. In a pre-test that was based on the data from CLEF 2004 and results submitted in 2004, reranking
increased the MAP from 0.2446 to 0.2976 (+ 21.6%) change). As a single result set is used as input for
reranking experiments, recall is not affected.

Results for the official experiments indicate that reranking does not significantly change the MAP. For
the monolingual run, MAP dropped from 0.3205 to 0.3179 in one pair of experiments and rose from 0.3525
to 0.3539 in another. For a bilingual pair of comparable experiments, MAP dropped from 0.2190 to 0.2180.

An additional reranking experiment was based on data provided by the Berkeley group with their setup
from 2005. The MAP decreased from 0.4343 to 0.3653 when reranking was applied to this data.

There are several explanations as to why precision is affected so differently:

• There may be different intrinsic characteristics for the domain-specific query topics in 2004 and
2006 (the GIRT data did not change), i.e. there may have been fewer antagonistic terms found for
the query terms in 2006. We did not have time to test this hypothesis.

• The dampening factor c was not fine-tuned for the retrieval method employed to obtain the initial
result set: for the experiments in 2004, we used a database management system with a tf-idf IR
model, while for GIRT 2006, the OKAPI/BM25 IR model was applied. The corresponding result sets
show a different range and distribution of document scores. Thus, the effect of reranking document
with the proposed method may depend on the retrieval method employed to obtain the initial results.

• Reranking will obviously become harder the better the initial precision already is. The results from
the Berkeley group will be more difficult to improve, as they already have a high precision.

• The dampening factor c should have been initialized with a lower value. Due to time constraints, our
group did not have time to repeat reranking experiments with different and more conservative values
of c.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel method to rerank documents was presented. It is based on a combination of informa-
tion about antagonistic relations between terms in queries and documents and their cooccurrence. Different
evaluations for this method were presented, showing mixed results.

For a pre-test with CLEF data from 2004, a performance increase in precision was observed. Official
results for CLEF 2006 show no major changes, and an additional experiment based on data from the
Berkeley group even shows a decrease in precision.

While the pre-test showed that our reranking approach should work in general, the official and addi-
tional experiments indicate that it becomes more difficult to increase precision the higher it already is. We
plan to complete reranking experiments with different settings and analyze differences in query topics for
GIRT 2004–2006.
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